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	Learn Raspberry Pi Programming with Python will show you how to program your nifty new $35 computer to make a web spider, a weather station, a media server, and more. You'll learn how to program in Python on your Raspberry Pi with hands-on examples and fun projects.


	Even if you're completely new to programming in general, you'll figure out how to create a home security system, an underwater photography system, an RC plane with a camera, and even a near-space weather balloon with a camera.


	You'll learn how to make a variety of fun and even useful projects, from a web bot to search and download files to a toy to drive your pets insane. You'll even learn how to use Pi with Arduino as well as Pi with Gertboard, an expansion board with an onboard ATmega microcontroller.
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Questionnaires in Second Language Research: Construction, Administration, and ProcessingLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2002
One of the most common methods of data collection in second language
(L2) research is to use questionnaires of various kinds. The
popularity of questionnaires is due to the fact that they are easy to
construct, extremely versatile, and uniquely capable of gathering a
large amount of information quickly in a form that is readily...
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Database Design (Mcgraw Hill Computer Science Series)McGraw-Hill, 1983
The material in this book is the result of courses given at Stanford University as “File and Database Structures” since 1971. Initially little coherent published material was available, even though a large number of references could be cited. 

In particular, no clear definition of the concept of a schema was available. Now...
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Data Communications and Networking (McGraw-Hill Forouzan Networking)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Data Communications And Networking by Behrouz Forouzan provides a thorough introduction to the concepts that underlie networking technology.  This book is accessible to students without technical backgrounds, and also provides material comprehensive enough to challenge the more experienced student.  The seven-layer OSI model is used as a framework...
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Introduction to Information Theory and Data Compression, Second EditionCRC Press, 2003
An effective blend of carefully explained theory and practical  applications, this text imparts the fundamentals of both information  theory and data compression. Although the two topics are related, this  unique text allows either topic to be presented independently, and it  was specifically designed so that the data compression section  requires...
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Getting Started with GEO, CouchDB, and Node.jsO'Reilly, 2011

	Where. Whether it refers to where you have been, where you are, or where you are
	going, the concept of where is important. Where links data to the physical world. A
	shopping list can be a very useful collection of data on its own, but that data can be
	even more useful with more context. If you map the location of the stores needed for...
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JRuby CookbookO'Reilly, 2008
If you're interested in JRuby, you probably don't need a turorial on Ruby, Rails, or Java -- you just need to know how to get things done. This Cookbook offers practical solutions for using the Java implementation of the Ruby language, with targeted recipes for deploying Rails web applications on Java servers, integrating JRuby code with Java...
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